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The Best In Class Virtual Experience



Why : Virtual Solutions?

ANSWER : TO ESTABLISH CONTINUITY

Leverage our technological expertise and continue to
conduct your meetings, conferences, RnR's,
entertainment events etc. with our extensive virtual
solutions

Given the current scenario and understanding the need
of  conducting engagement programmes,  business
meeting, conferences, RnR's, we bring to you virtual
solutions to continue all of it in a very effective manner.

In the time of economic challenges this becomes a cost
effective way to engage with your internal and external
customers.



VIRTUAL EVENTS ARE
THE MOST EFFECTIVE,

WHEN THE AUDIENCE IS
ENGAGED AT EVERY STEP

How
Do We
Do This?



Pre-Event Invitations

Digital Invites help create the best
impact even before the event starts.

It gives a sense of excitement and hype
for the delegates. 

These digital invites can go in the form
of WhatsApp Messages or Emailers and
can be designed in any format.

For Example, the picture demonstrates A Digital
Farman, for a rustic look and feel.



Virtual Arena / Virtual Platform
A completely customised platform with immersive and interactive user interface. A feature rich
platform competent enough for 1000+ audience at one point of time with Engagement options
like photobooth, flash games, auditorium, networking lounge, meeting rooms, exhibition, help
desk etc. A virtual Arena is a great way to market the brand and it's products



PLATFORM SECURITY

The audience can log in to the platform in three ways depending on
the option chosen based on requirement and ease of user

The platform can be kept open 2-
3 days before the event starts, for

everyone to pre register and
generate their own login ID and

passwords

LOGIN ID & PASSWORDPRE - REGISTERATION OPEN PLATFORM

We can generate Login ID and
passwords for all the user in the

back end and send it out to
everyone a day before the event

In this case, the platform is kept open
for everyone. Anyone can login with an
email ID. However a analytics sheet can

be provided after the event to track
down who all had entered the platform.



A 3D / 2D stage or Animated Background help make an event look grand and helps in branding and
marketing of the firm. All these are created graphically hence the options become endless and unique.

Many additions like a fancy stage reveal, 3D Logo Animation, Custom animations  play an important
role making a virtual event effective.

3D Stage / 2D Stage / Animated Background



EMCEE
EMCEE coordinates and manages the
the event and make it engaging for all
the audiences throughout the event

time. 
An EMCEE introduces the speakers or

any particular spokesperson of the
event to the audience. 

 
They are spontaneous and play a

significant role in creating a better flow
during the event giving a very

professional and glamourous tone to
the event.



TIME SLOTS FOR KEY-NOTE
SPEAKERS

All the key note speakers can be briefed about the
platform and the back end before hand for the

best results.
 

The slots and the flow of the event can be defined
and accommodated as per their availability.

 
The Key-Note can also be assisted with Green

Screen Set-up if required.
 

We understand technical part of any virtual Event
can be a tricky hence we make it simpler for

everyone
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Entertainment
Filler Options
An entertainment option engages the
audience the best as they get to sit with
their family and enjoy the program

Singer / Band for a musical touch to
evening taking requests from the
audience

Illusionist / Mentalist for performing
mind-boggling tricks for the audience

Sand Artiste for launch of products,
campaigns & ideas

DJ for a fun evening

05
Bartender for fun-filled evening and
learning to make cocktails /
mocktailsOptions can be provided as per the category

chosen

06
Stand-up comedian to make the
audience laugh and entertained



5* Curated Meal / Hamper
Door-Step Delivery

While our virtual event solutions engage the
audience very well, but a personalized meal /
hamper sent to the delegates residences
takes the excitement up a notch. A curated
meal / hamper sent at their doorsteps by
India's top 5* Hotel Chains brings in joy and
amazement. They get to enjoy the program
with their families whilst relishing their meal



END TO END VIRTUAL EVENT SOLUTIONS : SMART M.I.C.E PLANNING

Customizable Virtual Space Setup | Artist Solutions | E-Merchandise options |
Online Training | Team Building Solutions | Motivational Speakers  | Curated

Meals & Hampers | Customer Support | Easy To Use Interface

Tailor Made Options Premium Solutions One Stop Shop

TO SUM IT UP.....



RING IN FOR A CHAT!

Gavin Dcosta: +91 9167499293

PHONE NUMBER

www.micekart.com

EMAIL ADDRESS

gavin@micekart.com

VISIT OUR WEBSITE


